THE

BULLETIN
Bayberry Election News

An election of officers and directors for the Bayberry Board of Directors will be held at the Day Room at the Pool on
Wednesday, January 11th at 8 pm. All association members are invited to attend. A ballot and envelope accompany this
bulletin. The following are the nominees for officers:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Corresponding Secretary:
Recording Secretary:

Ron Guzman
Michael Aisner
Jeff Schwarcz
Michelle Kolodny
Zach Seiden

The following are the nominees for directors. The five candidates with the most votes will be elected to the Board of
Directors for a three-year term. An additional sixth candidate will serve out the remainder of Ron Guzman’s term. From the
remaining candidates, the two candidates with the most votes will serve as alternates ( Meet the candidates on pg 3):
Lou Arbetter
Dina Bino
David Fidock
Dan Kovenant

Jill Siegel Lichtenstaedter
Sophia Pereira
Alex Sehdeva

Jim Shuler
Adnan Syed
Alan Zuckerman

MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT
The Bayberry bylaws state: “Any member whose dues are fully paid shall have the right to vote
at any meeting.” P
 lease pay your October Association dues or your vote CANNOT BE COUNTED!
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
This past year was a pretty fantastic year for Bayberry...
Thank you to the Executive Board including: Delfin “Junior” Cintron, VP; Linda Hammer, Treasurer; Zach Seiden, Recording
Secretary; and Michael Aisner, Corresponding Secretary.
It was Bayberry Camp’s inaugural season. Erica Aisner, Lara Guzman, Michelle Kolodny, Sandra Steidl, and Laura Sedheva
pulled off a miracle in one year. They completed the massive paperwork and details to make SPG into Bayberry Camp. We
hired Zach Seiden as director and had a banner year in attendance and activities.
The Pool looked great and ran smoothly. This was due to the great work of the Pool Committee, but mostly Deirdre
Randles, who managed the operation of the pool facilities along with her husband, Michael Genkin, who managed the
hiring and oversight of the lifeguard staff.
The concession was the best in recent memory, thanks to Patty Cohn, who was instrumental in convincing Posto
22/Gemelli’s to take us on. Posto 22 /Gemelli’s came in and gave us fantastic food all summer long. The great news is that
they are returning next season, so keep supporting them. If you go to one of their restaurants off season, be sure to say you
are there because they did a great job for us in Bayberry.
Thanks to the Social Committee, headed up by Laurie Getlan who offered us some great parties this season including
Halloween, Spring Fling at Alvin & Friends, and Safari night to name just a few. Did I mention wine and cheese by the
pool?!? Welcome to the Bayberry resort.
Special thanks to David Fidock and Rami Vamos for their great job on membership and to Mitch Weisman as Chair for
Tennis and to Rebecca Kramer who booked our parties.
Because of all of this activity, the secret has gotten out that Bayberry is the place to raise a family or buy a house. Demand
has never been higher, and our houses are turning over very quickly.
“Bayberry. You can always buy a better house, but you can never buy a better way of life.” Someone said that to me years
ago and I’ve used it as my tag line when describing how I feel about this community. As I pass on the baton to the next
Bayberry president, I would like to share my thoughts on when to say YES and when to say NO:

YES:

We are a community made up of individual homes and families all held together, tenuously, because of our
affiliation with the pool and facilities. Great ideas will surface that benefit one group or another. Understand that
each group adds to the benefit of the neighborhood as a whole. It is not a zero sum game. Work to say YES to new
ideas.

NO:

This is the hardest word to enforce when you are being lobbied by friends and neighbors. We work hard to
keep costs down. A lot of people volunteer their time and effort in order to keep the budget lean and our amenities
abundant. I usually started every conversation about additional money needed with “NO”.

YES:

Times change and so do the families and their needs in Bayberry. Listen to the needs of the community
when they come to you. Discard old “traditions” that don’t make sense anymore, but make sure the changes that
are made are accomplished with the complete understanding and approval or the Board of Directors.

NO:

We have thrived since 1954 with the systems we have in place; don’t change anything! If you do, make sure
you have the vote and confidence of the Board, have a thick skin and prepare for incoming insults. If someone
wants you to remove a hedge at the snack bar, just say NO.

YES:

Sometimes removing a hedge allows you to expand the floor area at the snack bar, add more tables and
improve everyone’s experience. Have the vision to work toward YES!

NO:

Never make decisions by yourself. Always involve the Board, but don’t let discussions drone on forever.

YES: Be decisive, have opinions. Get a vote and go home.
NO:

Don’t take on more jobs than you can do. It is often easier to do the work yourself than to ask your neighbors
to volunteer. Don’t do it.
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YES: Force

yourself to ask your neighbors to help. People don’t understand the rewards that are gained by
volunteering for the community. There are people who are willing but need to be asked. You are doing them a favor
because volunteering in Bayberry is rewarding beyond expectations. They will thank you.

NO: Understand

what is important when making a decision; Weigh our traditions, our budgets, and when
collecting arrears, NO DEALS.

YES:

It seems that everyone in Bayberry has an opinion or a special need. Be lenient when it comes to the special
requests of the community members. An easy yes goes a long way in keeping feelings in check and attitudes
positive in the long run. Stay away from confrontation for trivial matters. Don’t sweat the small stuff.

NO:

D
 on’t let on how much you enjoyed being President or they will never let you leave.

YES:

Let everyone know that the joy of being President is that you get to know most of your neighbors, and that
they have the same enthusiasm for this community that your family does. I’ve felt your appreciation, tenfold, for the
privilege of being your President over the last 3 years. Hope to see you all at the next Bayberry Meeting.
Alan Zuckerman

MEET THE CANDIDATES: OFFICER NOMINEES
Each candidate for the Bayberry Board of Directors was asked by The Bayberry Bulletin to write a brief autobiography. We
hope this will aid you in casting your vote on January 11th.

Ron Guzman - President

Michael Aisner - Vice President

My family moved to Bayberry in 2009. We have 3 children
who all love and attend the Summer Camp. My wife Lara
is currently a Co-chair of the camp. I have served on the
board the last 6 years and served one term as Recording
Secretary. We love the community and all it offers, and
look forward to building on the efforts of past presidents.
My approach will be to facilitate, collaborate, listen to as
many valid perspectives from old and new in the
community. I have varied experiences as an employee and
volunteer to help organizations using my project
management, technology, budgeting, and managing
teams. My current role as a professional in internal auditor
allows me to bring a balanced risk and controls perspective
to the presidency. Thanks for your consideration.

For the past 3 years Bayberry has entrusted me to deliver
the mail, a job which I embraced and enjoyed. I’ve been
rewarded with a nomination for Vice President and I’m
excited to further my contribution to our wonderful
neighborhood. My wife Erica and I moved to Bayberry 4
years ago and instantly knew we found our home. And the
great thing about Bayberry is that it’s so much more than
just a place to live, it’s a true community. My hope is to
bring my energy and enthusiasm for Bayberry to the
executive board and build on what the past
administrations have worked so hard to accomplish. My
approach and focus will be a blend of respect towards our
rich history with an eye towards the future. I’m looking
forward to helping in any way I can.

Jeff Schwarcz - Treasurer

Zach Seiden - Recording Secretary

My family and I moved to Bayberry this past summer. We
have been New Rochelle residents for the past 9 years.
With the addition of our 3rd child, we felt it was great time
to move and no better community for a family of 5 than
Bayberry. While we have only been residents/members of
the Bayberry community for a short period of time, we have
really enjoyed everything it has to offer and look forward to
creating and sharing many more memories here. I look
forward to utilizing my experiences as a Tax Attorney &
CPA to maintain and improve the Community’s financial
position to ensure that we continue to flourish, both from a
financial and social perspective.

We have been living in Bayberry for almost two years, but
it already feels like we have always lived here. It is
incredible that in less than two years in the neighborhood
we already find our most loyal, fun, and caring friends live
right down the street. I want to be a stronger more
committed member of this community to help it thrive and
continue to be the sought after place to live. My wife, Julia
Keltz, is finishing a fellowship in minimally invasive surgery
at Montefiore. She grew up in New Rochelle and her
parents still live a mile down the road. Our daughter
Hannah (6) is in first grade at Ward and our son Jared
(almost 4) attends the Kehillah School at Temple Israel. I
have been a teacher at Davis Elementary for eight years. I
hope to have the opportunity to help Bayberry continue to
be the place everyone wants to live.
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Michelle Kolodny - Corresponding Secretary
I have lived in Bayberry for almost 3 years with my husband, Noah, and my three boys, Spencer, 8, Levi, 4 and Micah 2.
Currently, I work as an attorney for Allstate Insurance Company in Yonkers. I grew up in Bayberry, attending Ward and
Albert Leonard and being a camper and counselor at Bayberry. I have many fond memories of growing up in Bayberry
and wanted to provide my kids with a similar upbringing. Bayberry is an amazing community with great people and a
plethora of activities which bring families together from the Halloween parade to the themed dinner nights to the camp
sleepover. Since moving back to Bayberry, I have gotten involved in the community by becoming one of the co-chairs for
the camp this past summer. I am happy to continue to help Bayberry by serving as the Corresponding Secretary.

MEET THE CANDIDATES: BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lou Arbetter

Dina Bino

Hello Bayberry! My name is Lou Arbetter and my wife
Yonat and I moved to this incredible community in August
2015. We live on Hunt Path with our three kids Mikey (13),
Sasha (10) and Layla (7). We moved here from pretty far
away – all the way down North Ave near New Rochelle
High School. We lived off of Eastchester Road for ten years
but had to move because our kids just kept growing,
eventually outgrowing our little house. We were attracted
to Bayberry initially because several of our friends live here.
However, once we started meeting and talking with more
families, it was clear that Bayberry is a very special place –
an oasis away from the hustle. A place where our kids can
be safe, ride their bikes, play with friends, swim at the pool
– all things the adults here do a pretty good job at as well!
In just a year, we’ve realized Bayberry is a gem; a one-ofa-kind community we all cherish. I would welcome the
opportunity to work hard to help ensure our gem continues
to shine for all of us.

Hello Bayberry neighbors… My Husband Eyal, 2 Kids Ella
(6) & Micah (3), and I moved into Bayberry just over one
year ago, but it already feels like we’ve been here forever in the best possible way! We’d always heard that Bayberry
was made up of the kindest, most welcoming, and (above
all) most FUN neighbors we’d ever find… and it couldn’t be
more true! We love biking around the neighborhood,
stopping house after house to chat with all of the friendly
families we’ve met from camp and the pool, and our kids
are thrilled each time their friends ring the doorbell for an
impromptu meetup or trip to the playground. Our family is
so appreciative of all the love that exists in Bayberry - I’m
excited about the possibility of playing a more integral role
in helping to make sure our amazing community continues
to grow together and be a place we all love to call home.

David Fidock
In 2005 my wife Anne-Catrin and I moved into 61 Stony
Run and have since welcomed our kids Felix and Talia to
Bayberry, who with their older siblings Jeremy and Emilie
share our busy home. This is a very special community and
for many years I’ve been actively involved with the
Bayberry Association , either as President (2012–13),
Vice-President before that, or currently as a member of the
Pool, Executive, and Finance committees. For many years
I’ve co-chaired the pool membership committee and I work
closely with George Benko our Webmaster to keep our
directory and constant contact list up to date.
Professionally, I work on antimalarial drug research, as a
Professor of microbiology and medical sciences at the
Columbia University Medical Center in northern Manhattan.
Our family loves Bayberry and it’s a pleasure to see our
community continue to flourish, with many new families
joining the pool and contributing actively to our wonderful
spirit of friendship and collegiality. I’m happy to continue to
help with our Association by running as a candidate for the
Board.

Dan Kovenat
My wife Alex and I moved to Bayberry with our son,
Zachary (2 years) in May of 2015. Searching for a home in
Westchester was an exhausting task but we both felt we
hit the jackpot when we stumbled upon the online listing
for our house. We knew we wanted that house the
moment we saw it. Our conviction was only confirmed the
next day when we toured it in person and we couldn’t
contain our excitement when we found out that night that
the house on 33 Split Rock would be ours in a few months.
When we told all of our friends that we bought a home in
Bayberry the first words out of their mouths were always
“had you seen the pool?” Since winter had dumped 18” of
snow on the ground we didn’t get our first look at the
grounds until we moved in. Before we had the chance to
unpack a box we were filling out our pool membership
forms and have greatly enjoyed the last two summers by
the pool meeting our neighbors and making new friends. I
enjoy the pool so much that I have volunteered to be part
of the pool committee. It will be my pleasure to serve on the
board taking an active role in maintaining everything that
we love about Bayberry.
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Jill Siegel Lichtenstaedter
It is hard to believe that I moved into Bayberry 24 years
ago with my newborn son Jared and four year old Justin.
Our first event was the Halloween parade and my husband
Steve and I pinched each other when we realized what a
gem of a community we moved to. When we lost power for
11 days after hurricane Sandy, we were again reminded of
our good fortune - relying on friends/neighbors to share
generator power, eat meals with, and eventually move in
with. As the Deputy Project Director for Bronx Legal
Services, I recognize the importance of serving the
community and am gratified to have served Bayberry for
so many years. I have been Recording Secretary , on the
Board, the pool committee, welcome committee and my
favorite of all - garden committee . I always welcome the
opportunity to party with my friends and neighbors at our
social events and to serve this special community.

Jim Shuler
Hey Bayberry friends I’m Jim Schuler and I would really love
to get more involved in this awesome and unique
community. My wife and I were blessed and privileged to
move into Bayberry in June 2012. Since then our oldest
daughter, Abby has gone to camp and cherished her
friends and experiences. We had a second daughter,
Eleanor in July 2015 and she too has already developed
Bayberry friendships. Thank you for your support and I
hope to represent this fantastic community as a member of
the Bayberry Board. Best, Jim
Alan Zuckerman
After 26 years I am still involved and running for the Board.
See President’s message.

Alex Sehdeva
My family moved to Bayberry in 2013 and Claire and Keira
(both 8) have been in the summer camp for 3 years. My
wife Laura and I humbly appreciate the community spirit,
celebrations, sharing, helping, caring, and beer that we
have given and received during this time. I hope that I
could contribute to this community by using my
professional experience in risk management and
technology, and my spiritual values of equality, dignity and
inclusion

Adnan Syed
My wife Sunari and I moved to Bayberry with our two little
boys in June 2014. Anik (4.5 years) and Mishaal (3 years)
were the reasons we decided to leave Manhattan and look
for a home in the suburbs. Sunari and I both work at the
United Nations - I am an IT Officer and she is an architect.
After many years of moving around and living in different
places, we decided to grow some roots in a child friendly
neighbourhood with a warm community where our children
could grow up safe, nurtured and happy. That is exactly
what we found in Bayberry. When we first saw 15 Split
Rock Lane we not only loved the house but also felt a
special kinship with Fran and Bud Harkavy, who were the
original owners and moved here 59 years ago to raise their
own two sons. We also took it as a good omen when we
found out that during their extensive travels they had
visited and spent time in both Sunari's home country and
mine and that Fran painted her first oil painting in the very
city I was born. Having enjoyed the last 3 summers here
and meeting so many of our neighbours has convinced us
that we made the best decision for our family and I look
forward very much to participating in and contributing to
the activities of this very special community. We feel so
fortunate to be a part of it.

BAYBERRY CAMP / SPG
A lot of new things happened at Bayberry Camp in 2016. Most notably, Bayberry Camp became an official camp. Yay!
We also had some new leaders at Bayberry, our own Zachary Seiden became our director and Kaitlin Cole was our
assistant director, who did a great job implementing the new camp regulations. In order to expand the sports program at
Bayberry, Aaron Williams became our sports director and was assisted by our own Danny Moallem. They used their
creativity and energy to create a great program for kids of every age at the camp. The children at Bayberry Camp also
continued to enjoy karate, arts & crafts, science and swimming. Drama and cheerleading were also added to the list of
programs this summer. Once again, Bayberry's swim team, the Bayberry Barracudas, was in full force led by our
instructional lifeguards.
The chairs from the summer of 2016, Michelle Kolodny (michrk21@gmail.com), Lara Guzman (laraguz@gmail.com) and
Erica Aisner (ericaaisner@yahoo.com) and the committee members, Sandra Steidl (sandrasteidl@gmail.com) and Laura
Sehdeva (laurasehdeva@gmail.com) will continue forward into 2017. As always, please feel free to reach out with any
questions, suggestions or just to get involved! We look forward to another wonderful summer.
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE
As we all know, Bayberry loves to party...
Our annual Spring Fling on Sat. April 9th was held at Alvin & Friends Restaurant in
New Rochelle. We all had a great time dancing, imbibing, and consuming Alvin's
excellent Caribbean/Southern fare.
Our Social Summer kicked off with a Memorial Day Brunch served by our new
Concessionaire- Posto22/ Gemellis. The extremely large turnout was impressed with
the quality and quantity of the buffet. The Posto 22 Snack Bar proved to be by far our
best concession that Bayberry has ever had.
There were consistently 2-3 delicious dinner specials Thursday-Sunday every week of
the summer. A special thank you goes out to Patty Cohn who facilitated bringing in
Posto 22/Gemelli’s as our Pool Concession.
On Fri. July 15th we had a very successful Mixed Grill BBQ Dinner, which was attended
by 88 people who unanimously raved about the food. The Social Committee provided colorful tableware and wine and
beer. The Snack Bar served 2 frozen cocktails.
Sunday afternoon, July 24th, Bayberry held a concert featuring the band "All About the Blues" headlined by Bayberry
resident Kevin Ryan. The crowd was entertained listening to superb live music. The Snack Bar provided a tasty "Chicago
Style" menu.
Bayberry Beaute was a Day of Beauty on Sat. August 27th. For 5 hours Bayberry
residents were treated to free facials and makeup application. The products used
were Shiseido and Cle de Peau and were available to purchase. The ladies (and one
guy!) loved having a spa day at the pool.
Sat. August 27th was our Safari Night Party. Bayberry was turned into a jungle
and 97 people enjoyed a beautiful night together presided over by DJ Party Team
Justin & Dylan. The kids were very happy to go home with lots of fun favors.
The annual Boo-Berry Bash Halloween Party was held on Sat. October 29th. There
were 160 costumed revelers in attendance and everyone appreciated the perfect
weather and Posto 22's luncheon spread. Kids had a blast with the art activities,
pinatas, plenty of desserts, and of course, s'mores! The warmer than average
weather allowed us all to party well into the evening sitting around the fire.
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FROM THE DEEP END
Great news from the pool...
Membership was strong, with a total of 120 families. We had a new Pool Director, Greg
Inzina, who rose from the ranks of CIT, counselor and lifeguard. He also had the
additional duty of assisting in implementing new rules that were added as a result of
Bayberry becoming an official camp and rose to the challenge with a job well done.
Our swim team, the Bayberry Barracudas, headed by Carlos Aspinal, met every morning
and our campers were put through their paces with pool work and land exercises. Our
lifeguards, some returning, some new, did a fine job as well. A round of applause for
Greg, Becca, Connor, Caitlyn, Carlos, Walter, Christian, Emilie, Kristen, Joey, Lexi, Danny,
Jake, Sam, Avi and Caleb, with a guest appearance from Michael Genkin.
After some major repair work over the winter, the awnings were stretched out and put
up again. Unfortunately, we’re on borrowed time with these awnings and there’s going to come a day when they are put up
and just won’t be able to withstand the stretch, and the fabric itself, from years of wear and tear and exposure to the
elements, will fray. Last year, the estimate to replace these awnings was $15,000. So, come May, I’ll ask our awning
installer for the fourth time if we can get one more year out of them. Fingers crossed.
There are a couple of issues with the pool. The cracks on the bottom and sides of the pool are increasing in numbers and
size. Since it was a warm and dry summer, we used quite a bit of water to refill the pool to offset evaporation. Our pool
maintenance company representatives tell us that we are not quite at the point where we have to resurface, but that day is
coming soon. I want to thank Hilary Farnsworth, who at the end of the season helps me take down and store the awnings.
You’re a joy to work with. Deirdre Randles – Facilities Director

IN MEMORIAM: JAY MILLER AND MONROE KAUFMAN
by Alan Zuckerman
We've lost two great leaders, residents, friends of Bayberry: Jay Miller and Monroe
Kaufman. They were both presidents when I was new to the board and they were
admirable figures. Jay with his warm smile and insights that made you feel that your
time working for Bayberry was time well spent. Monroe with his calm demeanor could
always cut to the essence of any decision and guide you to the correct pathway and
make you feel good along the way. When I became President (17 years ago), I was
hesitant because I knew that I could never lead Bayberry as well as they did, and
Bayberry deserved that kind of leadership.
Luckily, no one else volunteered.
They both continued to be very active in Bayberry and I confided with both of them thru
the years. As a result, I can say my life was enriched by their friendship. They
epitomized the soul and spirit of Bayberry and generously shared that spirit with all of
us. There have been suggestions of a plaque on their behalf; Jay at the concession (his
thankless committee for many years) and Monroe at the grass tennis court (the court for
which he tirelessly petitioned). We will see about that for next season but in the
meantime, if Bayberry has a heart, that is where their names should be inscribed. We
miss them both,
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BAYBERRY BOARD MEETINGS
November 9, 2016
The nominating committee reported that eleven candidates were confirmed for the slate: Adnan Syed, Dina Bino, Linda
Hammer, David Fidock, Dan Kovenant, Alan Zuckerman, Jim Schuler, Alex Sehdeva, Ana Ferreira, Lou Arbetter, Sofia
Pereira. Candidates for Executive Board: President: Ron Guzman, Vice President: Michael Aisner, Treasurer: Jeff Schwarcz,
Corresponding Secretary: Michelle Kolodny, Recording Secretary: Zachary Seiden, Ron has two years left so someone has
to fill his position. The vote will be for five members with a 6th for a two-year replacement for Ron. Next two are alternates.
Five people who are coming off the board: Wendy Benesh, Carol Freidman, Mitch Weisman, Jill Siegel Lichtenstaedter, and
David Fidock. Motion passed unanimously
Discussion of upcoming bulletin. Committees were asked to contribute to the newsletter. We will try to have a vote on
Monday December 19th. We can have it later if we need. There was $7,000 in arrears collected from new resident at 82
Bayberry Lane. We need a new strainer and pipes at the pool for a cost of $4000. The finance committee is putting
together year end statements. New committees will form thereafter.
Discussion of community wide communication. There is still an elderly population that needs physical mail rather than
switching to just electronic communication. We need a new directory. There was an acknowledgement of Jay Miller – past
president, long term board member, concession chair, “Mayor of Bayberry.” There was a resolution to purchase a sign to
hang above the concession saying “Jay’s Place.” Acknowledgement of thanks to Alan Zuckerman for his wonderful service
for 6 terms as president.

July 27, 2016
Pool Report: Pool budget projected income of $103,000 (excluding party rentals). Guest fees collected are higher than
previous year, but not by much. About $5,000 has not been collected from the total income.
Last year we had 121 members, same this year. $50 increased fee for families to join. Budget projection was supposed to
go up by $5000. We projected 83 full families, actual is 76. 29 two person families, actual is 31. 11 singles actual is 14.
Next time we shouldn’t estimate we will have an increase in funds. We should be careful spending money we don’t have.
We have about $100,000 in reserves. We need funds for taxes and capital improvements. There are cracks in the pool we
need to budget for. Should guest fees be increased? We collected only $230 by this point last year and so far this summer
we have $500. There are still too many guests using the pool without being checked in and paid for. There are people still
bringing in more guests than are allowed by our policies. Would increasing guest fees or being more vigilant about
accounting for guests net so much more money? Should we increase the dues? We don’t want to lose two person families.
Camp Report: Camp is profitable. due to highest enrollment in camp’s history of 99 kids. At the peak there are above 80
kids in camp. Camp was officially opened to friends of Bayberry, if they are sponsored by a Bayberry Family and there is
need to round out a camp group.
Transition to certified camp has been successful. First inspector visit found some minor violations, but they were all
corrected by the second visit.
Two big issues:
1. Not enough facilities on rainy days.
2. Staffing – enough counselors for high enrollment and enough lifeguards for free swim.
Scheduling of guards for camp is hard. We need to cap registration. It should be open to just Bayberry residents for a given
time period and then opened to friends of Bayberry and then registration should be closed. We’ve added weeks and new
enrollments last minute and it makes it extremely difficult for grouping and scheduling. We’ve collected additional fees for
late changes and additions.
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There is some equipment that needs to be fixed/replaced: art room tables, shelving Even with projected expenses we still
expect to be profitable. Intend to remain profitable, but we can’t promise it. Camp’s shared facility contribution to the pool
was $5,000 and now close to $6,000 because of extra Lifeguards needed.
Changes on the horizon: What age campers are appropriate for camp? How young do we go? We had many babies this
year and we had three year olds staying the whole day. Diaper changing makes having kids who are not potty trained an
issue. They are hard to manage and need one-to- one coverage from counselors who are old enough and experienced
enough to care for really young children. There are teenagers taking care of babies. Also, what are we doing with the oldest
kids in camp? They thought they would be CIT’s and now they have to pay. Camp will conduct exit interviews with the staff
to see how the summer went. Motion to leave the baby pool closed for 45 minutes during day for camp use – approved.
Nominating Committee: President appoints Ron Guzman, to chair nominating committee. Tennis – Mitch Weisman, Camp –
Michelle Kolodny, Michael Aisner, Jill Lichtenstaedter, Uli Steidel, and David Fidock.
Cracks in the Pool: They have been around for a while, we are losing water. Plan to fix it would require draining the pool.
We have $6000 in the budget for water replenishment, we are hoping that number doesn’t go up. Pool director Greg will
check the meters, but we can’t do anything right now. Estimate to resurface the pool from 2014 is about $30,000. Cracks
could eventually lead to structural damage. Pool committee is looking for new leadership. Daniel Kovenant expressed
interest. We could do fundraising such as social events. Is the reserve fund available for this cost? There needs to be board
approval to spend more than $5,000. We’ve been breaking even the last few years. We might have problems coming down
the road and we need to add to the reserves. We have been making improvements such as new tables and chairs which
means we could have put money into reserves if we hadn’t spent it. Camp is a good deal so could we charge more? We
have been charging more for camp including non-Bayberry surcharge and we plan to increase the charges for
non-Bayberry. Camp needs a mission statement to determine what we want to concentrate on and do well and not try to
be and do too many things all at once and not do them well.
Arrears: Dr. DeSilva (427 Pinebrook Blvd) wants to join but wants a deal on the arrears owed on his property’s dues. We
could use the money, but is he doing it to get a deal to sell the house and what do we say to everyone else that wants a
deal to pay off their balance or all those who paid their balance in full already in years past? One option is for Dr. DeSilva is
to pay his yearly dues plus an extra fee which would take up to 20 years to pay off. Another options is to pay the full
amount minus the interest. We have 196 homes and 53 non-members. We lose income when people drop out and we’re
always scraping for funds. We could sue people for the dues. You would spend as much suing as you would gain. This is a
business that is losing money and we need to make a business decision. Either we figure out a way to collect arrears or we
will end up charging more to the people who are paying. Maybe we could have a one time amnesty program to get people
back in the fold. It is not a one time business decision but a strategic long term decision. There are 41 homes in arrears
totaling around $223,000. There are 10 houses with at least $20,000 in arrears. We need a committee to come up with
some data. The president gives a motion to negotiate 5.5% interest or less over 10 years of give Dr. DeSilva the present
value of that number – voted 11 for and 0 against.
Future Topics:
● Directory – Ron may be able to move on it
● Erica will check food subsidies for lifeguards – guards are not paid much at all and they are not eating the
concession food because the food prices are too high. We should pay $3 per meal for one meal a day. Motion to
giving lifeguards that deal: 11 yes and 0 no.

April 12, 2016
Report on Budget

Finance committee decided it needed to raise pool dues $50 for families and $25 for two person
households and no increase for one person households. Discussion about it, it is a tight budget and we run the risk of
deficits. A $1500.00 steam table needs to be purchased to accommodate Posto. Camp update by Erica Aisner. All
paperwork was done to convert SPG into an official camp which will be safe and well run. New this year is that
non-relatives can come to the camp if a Bayberry member sponsors them and they need participants to fill in a particular
age group. They will have a surcharge of $300.00 for 8 weeks which will be prorated for less time. Salaries will increase
slightly and they will hire Zack Seiden (a Bayberry resident) as the camp director and instead of hiring outside consultants
we will be bringing the sports programs in house and have hired a sports director and assistant director. Zack has a relative
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who is a pediatrician in New Rochelle and she will be on call for the camp and she will receive free pool membership as
compensation. Camp fees will increase due to increase in insurance and licensing costs.
We are encouraging families to join tennis if their kids want to play after camp. A motion was made to accept the camp
budget, which passed unanimously. Concession will be run by the folks who own Gemelli Pizza and Posto 22. There will be
special breakfasts on the weekends and special food options on Thurs., Friday’s and Saturday’s. We can order from their
take-out menu. A motion was made to accept the Association budget, which passed unanimously.

Tennis: 26 families joined. A motion was made to accept the tennis budget, which passed unanimously.
Party fees: Pool party fee increased from $200 To $250. Children’s weekday party fees increased from $90 to $110.
Children’s weekend party fees increased from $100 to $120. Motion to accept the pool fees passed.

October 21, 2015

Executive Committee:
Alan Zuckerman for President, Junior Cintron for VP, Linda Hammer for Treasurer, Corresponding Secretary: Michael Aisner,
Recording Secretary: Zach Seiden. Slate proposed for Bayberry Board: Bill Norton, Uli Steidl, Dan Kovenat, Ron Guzman,
Deirdre Randles, Bob Hopkins, Andy Neiterman, Mitch Weisman, Adnan Syed, Matt Lewis, Jen Lonnergan, Jim Schuler. All
in favor. Ron Guzman and Michael Aisner thanked for their work to establish the slate. Vote will be restored to 1 to 10
system. Newsletter needs to be prepared. Candidates need to prepare a write up.

Lounge Chairs:
13 voted in favor of spending about $3,200 to fix lounge chairs. 7 voted against.

Good News:
A lot of interest from Posto 22 to run concession next year. A committee needs to be formed to organize with the
concessionaire the hours that will best service the committee without business being too little and the concession losing
money. Situation with Mayan did not end up satisfactorily for all parties. There needs to be someone who can take over the
concession as liaison.

SPG:
The last week of SPG, the Department of Health came in for an audit and enquired why SPG was not registered as a camp.
There was also an incident with a kid who broke their shoulder. DOH sent a questionnaire as to why we are not a camp.
Cliff Greene will meet with a local camp to work out what it entails to be an official camp – topics might include insurance
and a nurse etc. Our insurance does not cover us as a camp. Alan requested to have the option to spend $1,000 on a
consultant to find out what we need to do to cover insurance and other necessities to become an official camp. Ron
Guzman agreed to do the directory for 2016. Rami Vamos has agreed to help run the membership. Someone needs to take
over the calendar. Hillary will help Deirdre with facilities.
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CITY UPDATE
In my quarter century in public office, I have never been this excited and optimistic about New Rochelle’s future.
Last year, I reported that the City Council adopted new zoning designed to encourage responsible development, and during
the past several months we have seen the biggest surge in development in our City in decades.
For those of you who drive downtown on North Avenue, you have probably seen the new building known as “the
Lombardi” on Park Place. The Lombardi is a luxury market rental with retail units on the first floor. This development is
truly transformative as it is located on a section of North Avenue, which has been rundown and in desperate need of
improvement. Significantly, this project did not receive any tax abatements. On Burling Lane, just before you cross 95,
there will be two new apartment buildings added to the two Hammel buildings already located there. The developer will
construct a new park as part of the project with a pedestrian passageway over the highway. The decision to acquire more
property and add two more buildings is a testament to the City Council’s strategy to encourage TOD (“Transit Oriented
Development”).
On East Main Street, the site of the old Loew’s theater, the master developer, RXR, will construct a 28 story mixed used
building, which will include a public theater space to be operated and managed for the public’s benefit. On Huguenot
Street, next to Trump Tower, a another residential building is scheduled to be added, further evidence of the demand for
housing near the train station and easily accessible to Manhattan. As part of the zoning we passed, the developers will be
required to chip in to a capital fund for the Board of Education to assure that it has enough funds to provide for any
additional space or other capital needs which may result from new students. Moreover, as part of our planning, each
project will be required to pay for the additional annual cost, through any PILOT (Payment in Lieu of Taxes) for each
projected student to be added to our public schools.
Nearer to Bayberry, on North Avenue Iona has added a new dormitory with retail space on the first level. The Young
Companies has built a multi-unit project next to the MacDonalds which will also have retail space. Further south on the
East side of North Avenue north of Fifth Avenue, a 114 market rate residential project will be added, with retail and
additional parking. All of these projects are signs of the economic renaissance in New Rochelle and bode well for its future.
In order for us to prepare for this economic growth and development, we need to plan ahead and make sure that we have
the infrastructure and services necessary to address these challenges. Accordingly, the 2017 budget, as proposed by the
City Manager, provides for a ten year capital plan. The City plans to invest almost $150 Million in capital projects over the
next ten years City-wide. The largest portion of this plan is to build a new modern state of the art DPW facility near
Costco. As a result of this relocation, we will finally be able to add a new waterfront development at Echo Bay to be
designed and built by the Twinings Company. That project will include town homes, residential units and walkways and
new streets right on the waterfront with ample retail. This is an exciting project for all of New Rochelle
We will also provide for increased funding for repaving projects and minimize those dreadful potholes of which I have
received so many complaints. In District 5, there will funds allocated for improving Beechmont Lake and Ward Acres, two
jewels in our area that have been neglected for years. There are many other proposed capital projects and for a detailed
description, you should check the City’s website at n
 ewrochelleny.com for additional information.
New Rochelle’s future is bright, but we have to make sure that we continue to focus on the present needs of our community
and maintain our quality of life. Bayberry is an incredibly special place. I’ve raised my three sons here and they are all
grateful for having grown up here. It has been an honor to be your councilman and I intend to work every day to make sure
New Rochelle thrives and continues to be the wonderful community we all love. While we’ve come a long way, crime is at
historic lows, our credit rating is at an all-time high, and our downtown is improving, there’s still a lot more that needs to be
done. I welcome your suggestions, comments, and even your complaints as we move forward. Feel free to email me at
bfertel@gmail.com, or call me at my office at 914-740-4346. Have a wonderful holiday season.
Barry Fertel
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